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GOTTFRIED REICHE'S INSTRUMENT: 
A PROBLEM OF CLASSIFICATION 

Reine Dahlqvist 

Editor's Note: The following article is an excerpt from Reine Dahlquist's doctoral dissertation.1  

F ew brass instruments have created as much controversy as the one in the shape of a 
posthorn in the portrait of Gottfried Reiche, Leipzig Stachpfeifer, and "J.S. Bach's 
trumpeter" from 1723 to 1734 (see Figure 1). As the instrument is equipped with a 

trumpet mouthpiece and the tube appears to be mainly cylindrical, it has generally been 
regarded as a trumpet.2  There is, however, considerable disagreement among scholars as to 
the exact classification of this instrument, and correspondingly, much confusion regarding 
coiled brass instruments in general during the 17th and 18th centuries. Using the 
instrument in Reiche's famous portrait as a point of departure, I propose in this article to 
survey the evidence relating to coiled brass instruments, and to offer my own solution to 
the problem. I shall rely principally on four types of so urces: iconographical (i.e., paintings), 
organological (surviving instruments), theoretical (early printed sources and documents), 
and musical (surviving scores and parts). 

Figure 1 
Elias Gottlob 
Haussmann, portrait 
of Gottfried Reiche, 
ca. 1727 
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trumpet[er];" ibid. c. 31"owes one large serpent [...] on the day 2 August 1656 owes another large 
serpent;" ibid. c. 106v-7: "A large serpent to be given to Michel-Agnolo, trumpet (2 July 1654) [...] 
The di contro serpentone has been given to the Reverend Father Giovanni Pancani (28 August 1669)." 

37. I-Fas, Mediceo, Guardaroba, file 664, c. 25: "On the date February 4 1660 [...] two brass 
trombones with their fittings. Returned on 18 January, 1661." 

38. A true family monopoly, to the point that even Giuseppe and Pier Antonio are still provided for 
in 1704 by Cosimo III, cfr. I-Fas, Mediceo, Depositeria generale, files 1533 and 397; cod. 403, c. 71 
and 125. 

39. Here is a testimony of October 24, 25, and 26, 1683: "list of musicians and players of music made 
by Pietro Sanmartini [. . .] 1st platform and 1st chorus [...] trumpet Pier Antonio L. 30." In this 
connection it should be mentioned that under the same circumstances "Francesco and Antonio 
Veracini violinists" earned only L. 21 [information taken from Riccardo Gandolfi, "La cappella 
musicale della cone di Tosca (1539-1859)," Rivista musicale italiana 16 (1909): 521]. 

40. In virtually all biographical literature and monographs devoted to Fantini. 

41. Hermann Eichborn, "Girolamo Fantini, ein Virtuos des siebzehnten Jahrhunderts and seine 
Trompeten-Schule," Monatshefiefiir Musik-Geschichte (1890; reprint, Nashville, 1976), p. 113, and 
the preface by Wilhelm Eh mann to Girolamo Fantini: Spiektitcke, (Kassel, 1966). 

42. Eichborn, "Fantini," p. 113. 

43. In the diaries found in I-Fas, Mediceo, Viaggi, files 6377, 6379, 6380, and 6381, every moment 
of these journeys is described in detail. 

44. I-Fas, Mediceo, file 6415. 

45. Giovanni Pirazzoli, I fiati gloriosi. Encom# dati dally Fama ally tromba [...] (Bologna, 1656): 
" Dall'imperato re Ferd i nand° second° fu facto cap itano di cavalleria un suo trombetta con emolumenti, 
e paghe straordinarie, per la sua virtu, e valore." A copy of this publication is preserved in the Civico 
museo bibliografico musicale in Bologna. [See also Meredith, "Fantini," 1: 22-24.] 

46. In Tarr's commentary to his translation of Girolamo Fantini: Method for Learning to Play the 
Trumpet, p. 1. 

47. I-Fas, Mediceo, Depositeria generale, file 6415. 

48. I-Fas, Mediceo, Depositeria generale, file 1524b, c. 108 and 134. 

Igino Conforzi studied trumpet at the Liceo Musicale of Terni (Umbria), and early music at the 
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis (Basel Switzerland), where he completed a thesis that forms the 
basis ofthe present article. He combines his concert career with musicological research on trumpet 
repertoire and performance practice, in particular that relating to Italian music. Recently he 
recorded, with historical instruments, a CD entirely dedicated to compositions by Fantini 
(Quadrivium - SCA030). He currently teaches trumpet at the Milan conservatory. 
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We do not know when Reiche's instrument was made. According to Mattheson the 
portrait of Reiche was painted in 1727 by E. Haussmann and engraved by Chr. Rossbach 
in the same year.3  Arnold Schering suggested that it was commissioned by the Leipzig town 
council for the trumpeter's sixtieth birthday, but there is no supporting evidence in the 
accounts of the counci1.4  In 1985 the town council of Leipzig commissioned the instrument 
makers Friedbert and Frank Syhre and the musicologist Herbert Heyde to reconstruct 
Reiche's instrument. Heyde further consulted two art historians and a sculptor. After 
constructing models of the instrument depicted in the painting, Heyde calculated that the 
length of the tube without the crook was approximately 197 cm, and with shank and 
mouthpiece, approximately 210.5 cm, giving a pitch of E Cammerton or F tief (= "low") 
Cammerton. The bell had a diameter of about 12.6 cm and the mouthpiece, "which was 
unmistakably conical," approximately 9.1 mm. With the crook the pitch was D.5  It must 
be emphasized, however, that Haussmann's painting is not a scale drawing with precise 
measurements. It is not possible to construct an exact replica after the painting, as this can 
be done only after obtaining precise measurements from the original instrument, which has 
not been found. Heyde's assertion that the bore of the mouthpipe was (slightly) conical may 
be correct, but it cannot be confirmed. The classification of Reiche's instrument is not 
obvious, but if the main tubing were cylindrical, and even if the mouthpipe were conical and 
the bell rather wide, the cup-shaped mouthpiece should produce a sound like that of a 
trumpet. 

Schering noticed that the color of the tube in the painting is pale gray, while the bell 
is reddish. The instrument must therefore have been made of silver—or at the very least, 
silver-plated—with a gilded garland and the visible ferrule gilded also. This interpretation 
has been accepted by Heyde. As the garland is decorated with angels, Blandford supposed 
that the instrument was made in Nuremberg by J. W. Haas.6  Trumpet bells often had 
garlands with angels, while those on horns did not. 

Perhaps the best-known painting of a coiled brass instrument is Jan Breughel's Hearing 
(on the "five senses") painted between 1615 and 1618 (Figure 2). Among a number of 
different instruments in this painting there is an instrument with four and one-half coils and 
a funnel-shaped mouthpiece, but it is difficult to discern whether the tube is tapered? An 
exact replica of this pain ling was executed by Jan B reughel II. The same motif (Hearing) with 
a multi-coiled horn is used by Jan Breughel II and Jan van Kessel I, in yet another very similar 
painting attributed to the same painters, and in still another painting by Jan Breughel II (and 
Jan van Kessel I?). A coiled horn also appears in a painting with other musical instruments, 
Amor docet musicam, attributed to Jan van Kessel 1.8  Rather well known to organologists are 
the two etched plates by W. Hollar, probably made either before he arrived in England in 
1636, or during his stay in Antwerp, 1644-52. The first plate shows two, the second, three 
horns, consisting respectively of four and one-half, five and one-half, six and one-half, seven 
and one-half, and eight and one-half coils. (One of these horns is shown in Figure 3.) The 
mouthpieces are funnel-shaped and the mouthpipes narrow.9  

Less familiar are Jan van Kessel I's Diana resting after the hunt, which depicts two horns 
with four and one-half and five and one-half coils respectively; P. van Halen's Bath of Diana 
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Figure 2 
Jan Breughel the Elder, detail of Hearing (1615-18) 

Figure 3 
Helical horn. Engraving by Wenzel Hollar (1607-77) 

and Callisto, showing a horn with four and one-half coils; and H. van Balen's Nymphs 
Fishink with two horns with four and one-half coils.10  It is hardly possible for a painter to 
reproduce faithfully a tapered bore (tube), but the mouthpipes of these horns are in most 
cases narrow, so the instruments should have tapered bores. It is also interesting that horns 
of this type always appear either in still-life or mythological scenes, rather than depictions 
of hunting.11  An exception, according to Mary Rasmussen, is a painting by the German J. 
H. Roos.12  These horns are most common in Flemish art, or in works by artists who studied 
in Flanders. An example from France is theArazzo Gobelins, a tapestry made in 1669 in the 
workshop of J. Lefebre after Ch. LeBrun, and presented to the Prince of Tuscany.13  

Much earlier, Michael Praetorius depicted an instrument of almost identical shape, 
which he called JagerTrommet (Jagertrompete = "hunter's trumpet;" see Figure 4).14  Like 
Reiche's instrument, the lagerTrommet has four and one-half coils, a crook, and a trumpet 
mouthpiece. The length of the tube without the crook has been estimated to be 
approximately 180 cm, and with the crook, 198 cm. The diameter of the bell has been 
estimated at about 11 cm (identical to the ordinarily folded trumpet on the same plate).15  
In the text Praetorius writes: "Some make trumpets like a posthorn or like a coiled snake: 



Figure 4 
JagerTrommet (Praetorius, 1620) 
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but the resonance of the former is not the same."16  Marin Mersenne depicts a tightly coiled 
instrument that he calls cor a plusieurs tours ("horn with many coils;" see Figure 5). It has 
six and one-half coils, and—unlike the Jagertrommet—an apparently tapered bore with a 
very narrow mouthpipe and funnel-shaped mouthpiece. There is furthermore no bell flare, 
and the diameter of the bell is apparently very narrow. Mersenne further states that it is less 
frequently used than other homs.17  The drawing is, however, very crude, so it is not possible 
to estimate its dimensions. A French-language dictionary from 1690 states that cors tortillez 
("coiled horns") with as many as eight or ten coils had essentially fallen out of use by that 
time.18 

Figure 5 
Cor a plusieurs tours (Mersenne, 1636) 

No horns of this type are known from France, but two have been preserved in Dresden, 
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Historisches Museum, and were first noticed by W.F.H. 
Blandford.19  Both horns have four and one-half coils and the tubing is conical throughout, 
the smaller one coiled more tightly. The smaller horn is pitched in AA (alto) with the smallest 
diameter of the mouthpipe at 6.5 mm, a bell diameter of 9.9 cm (Heyde), and 16.5 cm across 
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the coils (Blandford). The larger instrument has a mouthpipe diameter of 7.5 mm, a bell 
diameter of 10.6 cm (Heyde), and 21 cm across the coils (Blandford). Both instruments 
have funnel-shaped mouthpieces, which in the case of the smaller horn fits over the 
mouthpipe. On the bell of the smaller horn is the incised inscription Gott is mein Helfer. V 
S. zu Dresden. When Blandford visited the museum in the 1930's, the director dated it at 
approximately 1572. Heyde has interpreted "V.S." as Valentin Springer. The larger 
instrument is apparently of later manufacture; Blandford ascribes it to the beginning of the 
17th century, while Heyde suggests that it was constructed before 1668. 

These instruments raise the question: Were coiled instruments with either conical or 
primarily cylindrical bore made in Germany during the first half of the 17th century? 
Praetorius' remark that "they are not equal in resonance to the preceding" [i.e., the "long 
trumpet"] could be interpreted as indicating that the tube of the Jagertrommet was slightly 
conical. Apart from the crook and the bowl-shaped mouthpiece, the Jdgertrommet is quite 
similar to the smaller horn from Dresden, especially when compared with the photograph 
of this horn in Montagu's The World ofMedieval and Renaisssance Musical Instruments.2° It 
should also be mentioned that the tube of the Pdgertrommet is not distinctly reproduced. If 
a crook and a trumpet mouthpiece were to be fitted to a horn the instrument would require 
a wider shank. In any case, Praetorius is our only source for a multi-coiled circular trumpet 
at that early date. 

A few additional coiled instruments from the last decades of the 17th century have been 
preserved. The best-known of these, made by H. Pfeifer of Leipzig in 1697, has three and 
one-half coils. It belonged at one time to a church in Carlberg in Erzgebrige, was acquired 
in 1894/95 by P. de Wit in Leipzig, later transferred to the Heyer collection in Cologne, and 
finally back to the Grassi Museum in Leipzig; unfortunately it disappeared near the end of 
World War II. According to Menke it had the following dimensions: length of the tube, 234 
cm; diameter of bell, 11 cm; diameter of tube, 12 mm (exterior diameter).21 Eichbom states 
that it had the same volume of sound as the ordinarily long trumpet, and Kinsky regards its 
tone as softer and less blaring than that of the long trumpet. In Menke's opinion it had the 
fullest and softest tone of all the instruments he examined.22  

Another instrument with three and one-half coils, made by J.W. Haas in 1688, was 
previously in the collection of the Hohenzollern Museum in Sigmaringen. In 1977 it was 
bought by E. Buser (Binningen, Switzerland), whose collection was purchased in 1984 by 
the city of Bad Sackingen for the Trumpet Museum. The instrument has the following 
dimensions: length of tube, 214 cm; diameter of bell, 13.2 x 13.3 cm (i.e., not perfectly 
round, perhaps as a result of damage); diameter of mouthpipe, 7 mm. The mouthpipe is 
slightly conical, and at a distance of 27.7 cm from the mouthpipe end to a point shortly 
before the ferrule joining the tubing with the bell, the bore is cylindrical.23  At modem pitch 
the key of the instrument is D. The original funnel-shaped mouthpiece has disappeared. 
Compared to Pfeifer's instrument the mouthpipe is narrow—narrow enough, in fact, to 
accommodate a horn mouthpiece—and the bell is wider. The bell garland has hunting 
scenes, indicating that it was intended for hunting purposes. When played with a horn 
mouthpiece the instrument sounds somewhat more like a horn, but ifa trumpet mouthpiece 
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is used (with a narrower shank to fit the bore), the sound is more like that of the trumpet, 
though the difference is not great, especially in the high range. The lower notes become 
fuller with the horn mouthpiece, and in this range the difference is somewhat more 
evident.24  

Another instrument made by J. W. Haas in 1682 is preserved in the Historisches 
Museum, Basel, Sammlung alter Musikinstrumente (no. 1880.72), but it has only one and 
one-half coils and has undergone extensive repairs.25  Close examination reveals that it 
probably had more coils in its original state: the tube attached to the ferrule at the beginning 
of the bell is too narrow, so it is quite possible that it originally had three and one-half coils, 
as did the 1688 instrument. The bell is 11.8 x 12 cm and the bore of the mouthpipe is 8 mm. 

Some writers contemporary with Reiche mention the existence of coiled (gewundene) 
trumpets. After identifying the differences in pitch among the so-called "German," 
"French," and "English" trumpets, Christoph Weigel writes: "One finds also a class of coiled 
trumpets, and [these] are the Italian or Welsh [i.e., "foreign"] trumpets, which are six-
coiled."26  The description "six-coiled" (sechsmakn herum gewunden) seems to agree with the 
horns depicted by Mersenne and Hollar.27  (Interestingly, although Weigel fails to differ-
entiate between trumpets and horns, he treats both the Waldhorn and posthorn as separate 
instruments.) As the Waldhorn has a wider bell and is generally lower in pitch than the 
trumpet and the coiled instruments mentioned above, the difference in sound between a 
Waldhorn and a trumpet becomes more strikingly different. It is quite possible that Weigel 
expected his readers to be aware of the differences between the two groups of instruments 
and thus gave no definition. There are, however, horns of the same pitch as the trumpet and 
coiled instrument by Haas from 1682, with mouthpipes suited for trumpet mouthpieces, 
but with larger bells (approximately 17-17.5 cm). Even if played with a trumpet mouth-
piece, the sound is more pronouncedly that of a horn rather than that of a trumpet. 

F. Friese, writing in 1709, apparently borrowed much of his information on trumpets 
from Weigel. Like the earlier writer, Friese identifies three national types of trumpets, then 
refers to a fourth type: "4. Italian and coiled. Here also belong the Trommeten-Stocke and 
Streithammer, similar to the Waidhorner."28 As Weigel also mentions Trompeten-Steeke and 
Streithammer in connection with the "Italian" trumpet, Friese's reliance on Weigel is 
patently clear. Friese however writes "Italian and coiled," (referring to two different types), 
not, as Weigel has it, "Italian or coiled" (referring to a single type). This may be an error; in 
any case, it may be wrong to attach too much importance to a conjunction. In Zedler's 
dictionary an anonymous author writes: "One finds also a class of coiled trumpets, similar 
to the Italian [trumpets], which are coiled several times."29  This author also follows Weigel, 
but writes "coiled several times" instead of "six times." 

Weigel, therefore, applies the adjective "Italian" to a coiled trumpet. Those who imitate 
him do much the same, even if the Italian connection is somewhat less conclusive than with 
Weigel. There is a difference between the bore of the instrument made by Pfeifer and the 
one by J. W. Haas, but Weigel and others say nothing about coiled instruments with 
pronounced conical bore. Could both instruments in fact have been regarded as trumpets? 
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A difference in sound is obtained if the Haas instrument is played with a horn as opposed 
to a trumpet mouthpiece, but the difference is not great. Does this explain why Praetorius 
does not mention the existence of multi-coiled instruments with either cylindrical or conical 
bore? The Haas instrument cannot be a Wakihorn, so perhaps it was regarded as some sort 
of trumpet. 

Johann Ernst Altenburg mentions the "Italian trumpet" in his Versuch. After identify-
ing the German, French, and English trumpets as "first class," he continues with a "second 
class:" 

1) Here the so-called Inventions- or italianische Trompete deserves the highest 
position, since it, because of its many coils, is made in such a commodious 
form. It is very commonly used in Italy, has the same trumpet-sound as the 
former [i.e., the German, French, and English trumpets], and comes in many 
sizes. 

Cavalry trumpeters do not use it, but the so-called regimental pipers of the 
infantry do." 

Inventionstrompete is customarily defined as a trumpet with (sliding) crooks fitted to the 
center of the tubing rather than between mouthpiece and mouthpipe, but this is not the 
instrument Altenburg describes. As he also uses the terms "Italian" and "many coils," he may 
perhaps refer to the same instrument as Weigel. Altenburg's system of classification is further 
confused by the fact that he regards theidgertrommet—probably mistakenly—as a horn; he 
refers to ". . . a horn with many tight coils, to be found in [Praetorius] under the name 
Jdgertrommet. 61  Baines supposed that Altenburg's Inventionstrompete was a short model of 
the folded trumpet with two double bends.32  The term Inventionstrompete in fact ap-
pears—primarily in sources emanating from Dresden—before the Inventionshorn and 
Inventionstrompete with slide crooks were invented.33  One possible explanation for the term 
relates to the costumed festivities at the Saxon court, portions of which could be called 
Inventionen (e.g., first, second, third Invention). At these festivities trumpets in very strange 
shapes were sometimes used.34  In two Saxon Mandates Against the Unauthorized Playing of 
Trumpets, from 1711 and 1736, we find: "In particular the noise of dancing, and blowing 
in processions, especially with horns and the so-called Inventions-Trompeten [is prohib-
ited]."35  There is also from Dresden a financial account of 1709 concerning 5 alte Invention 
Trompeten, which were damaged, but repaired for the Hoffeste of that year.36  According to 
a later report the Thuringian peasants made trumpets in the shape of a horn in order to evade 
the noble privileges so that they could use trumpets whenever they wished.37  Altenburg, 
who lived in Saxony, must have followed a Saxon tradition when he used the term 
Inventions-Trompete. He writes not gewundene Trompete, but rather offer gewundene 
Trompete, "because of its many coils,"38  which could perhaps refer to the ordinary trumpet 
with two double bends as well as a coiled trumpet. But the conventional shape of the former 
would not likely have been called Inventions-Compete in the mandates from Dresden. 
Altenburg's comment on the use of coiled instruments in the infantry remains to be 
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substantiated. 
On the face of it, a literal translation of Agertrommet into Italian would seem to be 

tromba da caccia. The latter term appears in some 18th-century compositions, where it has 
customarily been interpreted as a coiled trumpet, though in some cases, a horn (Waldhorn). 
We shall see that the latter is likely the correct interpretation. The fact that the coiled 
trumpet has been called "Italian" suggests that it was used in Italy; interestingly, the 
designation tromba da caccia also occurs most frequently in compositions from Italy. The 
earliest known compositions calling for tromba da caccia are Antonio Caldara's oratorio La 
Ribellione di Assalone, performed in Rome in 1715, and his cantata Amore senza amore 
(1716). In La Ribellione Caldara calls for two trombe da caccia in the sinfonia and three arias 
in part I, and also in the sinfonia and one aria from part II. The work bears the superscription 
Oratorio d 4. Voci Con Violini eTrombe da Caccia.39  The parts, which are not transposed, 
contain the tones f, a, c', f, g', a', 13V, b', c", d", e", f', and in the first sinfonia also an a". 
An aria from part II with parts for tromba pr. and tromba 2a (no caccia designation) contains 
the notes e', gf, b', e", fi", gr, a" and b". The tromba da caccia thus has a diatonic scale 
beginning with f while the tromba is more or less diatonic only from e". The tromba da 
caccia is pitched in F, and judging from the notation, pitched the same as the contemporary 
horn in F, while the tromba has the same pitch as the then contemporary trumpet in E. The 
parts for trombe da caccia are similarly notated in the can tata Amor senza amore, which bears 
the subtitle Cantata a 3. con Violini e Tromba da Caccia.40  The parts contain the tones f, a, 
c', f , g', a', bk', c", d", e", f' and g". In the payment rolls for the performance of the oratorio 
in 1715 the players of the trombe da caccia (probably identical with the players of the trombe) 
are listed as le due corni da caccia, thus hornists.41  

Nicola Porpora writes for trombe da caccia as well as trombe in his operas Angelica (1720) 
and Gli orti esperidi (1721), both autographs.42  Angelica requires two trombe di caccia in F 
and G in three arias, and trombe in the final chorus. Gli orti esperidi calls for trombe di caccia 
in D in two arias and an instrumental piece; the trombe appear only in the final chorus. The 
trombe di caccia are always transposed while the trombe are in D at concert pitch. A similar 
practice is adopted in a score of Johann Adolph Hasse's opera Alessandro nell'Indie (Venice, 
1736): the trombe da caccia are in D and F, the trombe, in D.43  

Italian composers were slow to adopt transposed notation for trumpet and horn parts. 
Horn parts were at first customarily written an octave above sounding pitch, as can be seen 
in scores of Alessandro Scarlatti and Antonio Vivaldi. Some composers began to use the 
transposed notation for horns at a rather early date, however, as we can see in the above-
mentioned works of Nicola Porpora and in Vivaldi's late works with horns. Horn parts 
could also be written at concert pitch but in different clefs (various C clefs as well as F clef) 
in order to make it easier for the copyist to write out a transposed part. 

In a few works we encounter both tromba lunga and tromba da caccia, which terms have 
been interpreted as the ordinary long trumpet and the Jdgertrompete, respectively. In his 
opera Solimano (Lisbon, 1757),44  David Perez calls for two trombe lunghe as well as two 
trombe da caccia in the sinfonia, while in one aria two trombe da caccia in G are combined 
with two in B. What do these two designations mean? We note that the trombe da caccia 
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are required in the keys of B' (possibly "alto"), C, D, 13, F, and G, and always transposed; 
trombe lunghe are always in D, but not transposed. In the 18th century, horn parts occur in 
a variety of keys, and instruments of different pitch are often used simultaneously. Trumpets 
on the other hand are generally in D, less often in C or F (or E), and we never encounter 
two instruments in different keys in the same composition. It seems unlikely that Perez 
combined long and coiled trumpets for the sake of a small nuance of sound; the combination 
of two trumpets and two horns, on the other hand, was a common procedure. In the score 
of Perez' Demetrio (Lisbon, 1766),45  wherever trumpets and horns are combined, the 
former are designated trombe; the latter, da caccia. These numbers employ the keys of C and 
D exclusively. Elsewhere (i.e., where apparently only horns are required) the full designation 
trombe da caccia appears by itself, and the music is in a variety of keys: C, D, E, El, F, and 
G. 

Where multiple copyists collaborated in the preparation of a score, the terminology 
may vary from one act to another. In a copy of G.B. Pergolesi's Olimpiade46  the copyist of 
act 1 writes trombe da caccia, while in the sinfonia and acts 2 and 3 a different copyist writes 
corni. In a copy of Perez' Alessandro nell7ndie (1755),47  trombe da caccia in D, FS, F, and G 
are prescribed in the second act, while another copyist specifies corni in B1, D, B, F, and G 
in acts 1 and 3. There is no reason to believe that these composers intended different 
instruments for different acts, particularly since different copyists are involved in each case. 
If the same copyist had used these two different terms for different arias within the same act, 
we could believe that different instruments were intended.48  

How do we explain the equation tromba da caccia = horn? Apparently some composers 
and/or copyists regarded the horn as a species of trumpet, and added the qualifier da caccia 
because of its long association with the hunt, in order to distinguish it from the tromba lunga, 
or ordinary long trumpet.49  The augmentative form, trombon da caccia, might be more 
appropriate. Vivaldi applies it in his earliest dated work with horns, Orlandofinto pass° from 
1714,50  and also in his Concerto in F, RV 574.51  The parts so designated are notated in a 
manner identical to those for coma da caccia, that is, an octave above sounding pitch. Clearly 
tromba da caccia denoted in Italy a horn, not a coiled trumpet nor a Jiigertrompete, nor have 
we any evidence that coiled trumpets were used there at all. Altenburg's statement that 
instruments "with more coils" were used there must be dismissed as uninformed specula-
tion. 

German composers also occasionally specified the tromba da caccia. But does this 
designation refer to the horn in Germany as in Italy, or does it in fact denote some sort of 
coiled or lager trumpet? Kleefeld mentions two operas, Cleofide and Circe, performed in 
Hamburg in 1732 and 1734 respectively, in which a pair oftrombe da caccia are prescribed.52  
The former opera was actually Handel's Poro, performed in Hamburg under the title 
Cleofide, with additions (by Telemann?). Kleefeld unfortunately fails to identify the source, 
but he informs us that the horn parts are written in alto clef, beginning the diatonic scale 
with d'. As mentioned above, horn parts could be written in scores at concert pitch, but in 
different clefs, placing the eighth harmonic between the third and fourth lines. The part was 
then written out as a transposed part in G clef, with c" as the eighth harmonic. These parts 
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for trombe da caccia must therefore have been intended for horns also. 
Circe is by Reinhard Keiser. The German arias, a chorus, and some instrumental pieces 

are autograph, while the inserted Italian arias are in the hands of two copyists.53  In the Italian 
arias (probably not composed by Keiser) there are parts for trombe as well as trombe da caccia. 
The D-major aria "Vo solcano un mar crudele" in act 1 (bearing a superscribed attribution 
to Leonardo Vinci) requires two trombe, while another aria, "Quanto mai felici" from act 
5, calls for two trombe da caccia in F. Both arias are in the hand of the same copyist ("copyist 
A"). Tromba da caccia in this work can denote only a horn. The copyist worked from Italian 
originals and apparently retained the terminology; the key of F, which was very common 
for the horn, also supports this interpretation. There is no reason to assume that a 
Jiigertrompetewas required in the latter aria (and the "ordinary" long trumpet for the aria "Vo 
solcano" in D). 

The best-known work with parts for tromba da caccia is by another Hamburg composer, 
G. P. Telemann. A Concerto for Violin and Orchestra by him contains seven movements 
and the score is autograph.54  The parts for trombe di caccia are in French violin clef, non-
transposing. In the last two movements the parts have the alternative d tromba ordinaria 
piccola and also a part for timpani (timpano se piace). The tromba di caccia reaches g"' in the 
third movement. The highest note in the part with the alternative is d"'. The scoring tromba 
di caccia d tromba ordinaria piccola in the two last movements is generally interpreted to 
mean that the parts could be performed on either Jagertrompeten or ordinary long trumpets, 
the high notation being interpreted as further evidence for performance on a trumpet. But 
since some Italian composers wrote their horn parts an octave above concert pitch—as did 
Telemann—the written range cannot be taken as evidence that the parts are to be performed 
at "trumpet pitch."55 The F trumpet was sometimes called tromba piccolo (or &grin° piccolo), 
hence in this work Telemann must have used the term tromba ordinaria piccola to denote 
the ordinary folded trumpet. If the tromba di caccia were at high pitch it should also have 
had the modifier piccola. Replacing theJagertrompete with a folded trumpet would produce 
no appreciable difference in sound, but replacing a horn with a trumpet is another matter 
altogether, since this would result in a change in timbre as well as an octave transposition. 
Timpani of course customarily accompanied trumpets, but not horns, hence the timpano 
se piace part for the last two movements was probably intended to accompany the trumpet, 
if that alternative were chosen. The tromba di caccia in Telemann's suite can refer only to 
a horn (in F), thus there is no evidence that Jagertrompeten were especially required by 
German composers. 

We have a strange report from Basel, however, of a concert on Oct. 10, 1710, before 
the cathedra1:56  "Under the linden trees was placed a music table, on which there was a 
harpsichord. In addition there were played nearby, in the most beautiful manner, violins, 
bassoons, flageolets, oboes, horns, and Jagertrompeten." This is the only known direct 
reference to the use of a Jiigertrompete in a musical performance. But as we can learn nothing 
of its shape or pitch, it is dangerous to apply Praetorius' description of 1620 as a means for 
explaining terminology from nearly a century later. 

Another case is reported from the court at Wertheim. In 1740 a trumpeter, C. F. 
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Wachter, obtained tin Jacht-Trompethen samt 3 Setzaficker, made by the brass founder 
Wilhelm in Wertheim.57The term Setzstuckershould refer to tuning bits, but might perhaps 
also mean "crooks," if such devices were even appropriate for a hunting instrument. 
Wilhelm often supplied the court with crooks and with trumpet mouthpieces.58At the same 
time Wachter obtained a hunting jacket (Jacht-Rock), so the instrument must have been 
intended for use in the hunt and not in concert music. From May, 1740, to December, 
1741, no hornists were employed at Wertheim, therefore the trumpeter(s) had to be used 
for the hunt. As the instrument was called Jacht-Trompethen and not Waldhorn, it should 
have differed from the horn. But there is another possible explanation—that it was an 
alternative and local designation, used by the brass founder, for the WaLdhorre. As there were 
no hornists employed in Wertheim during that time, it is reasonable to assume that the 
trumpeter had to take up the horn when a hornist was required for the hunt. 

Our information regarding "coiled" trumpets during the 17th and 18th centuries is 
inconclusive: very few relevant sources have survived, and most of these are perfunctory. 
Moreover, the situation is complicated by the difficulty of distinguishing between a trumpet 
and a horn when the differences are not so terribly great in any case. Praetorius depicts a 
Jagertommetwhich appears to be a trumpet, but it must be emphasized that it is not distinctly 
reproduced, though the remark on its sound—that they are not equal in resonance to [the 
long trumpet]—is puzzling. Altenburg's discussion of the Inventions- oder italidnische 
Trompete should refer to some sort of coiled trumpet, but his information is contradictory. 
Mersenne depicts a tightly wound horn, cork plusieurs tours, and multi-coiled horns are 
present in Flemish paintings from the 17th century. Two horns of this shape have been 
preserved in Dresden, one of them very similar in shape to the Jagertrommet, but no coiled 
instrument with a trumpet bore from the first halfof the 17th century survives. On the other 
hand there exists a wooden coiled horn. It dates from around 1600, but is preserved in a 
rather fragmentary state. It has three and one-half coils, a tube length of approximately 300 
cm, and a bell diameter of 5.5. cm.59  

Sources from about 1700 mention coiled trumpets called "Italian," but say nothing 
about horns of the same shape and pitch. Were instruments such as Pfeifer's, J. W. Haas', 
and Reiche's all regarded as trumpets? Do we in fact make distinctions which were not made 
in those days? 

Tromba da caccia then is not really a literal translation of Jagertrompete; indeed, it is 
likely that the former term was coined and used in Italy by composers/copyists who had no 
knowledge of the use of the latter by Praetorius or any other German writer. In Italy, tromba 
da caccia denoted a horn, and there is no evidence that it was connected with the coiled 
trumpet, nor is there any evidence that Italian trumpeters used coiled instruments. In the 
few appearances of tromba da caccia in German scores, the term also means "horn." The only 
specific report relating to the use of a Jagertrompete concerns the concert in Basel in 1710, 
and we do not know whether this instrument relates to Praetorius' Jiigertrommet at all. 

From the later decades of the 18th century we have no report of a coiled trumpet (nor 
of "German", "French" and "English" trumpets), ifwe exclude Altenburg. E. L. Gerber, who 
owned a copy of Reiche's portrait, called him in 1784 a Waldhornist,60  but some years later 
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in his dictionary he stated that Reiche was regarded as an excellent artist on the trumpet, 
without mentioning the instrument depicted in the famous portrait.61  From the first 
decades of the 19th century, however, there are surviving coiled instruments which must be 
regarded as trumpets, and probably so constructed for convenience in hand-stopping.62  

In conclusion, Reiche's instrument should be regarded as a trumpet; in any rage, he 
apparently used it as such G3  This instrument should not be identified as aJdgertrompete, and 
most emphatically not a tromba da caccia. The term italidnische Trompete is also inappro-
priate. Let us therefore adopt the more neutral term "coiled trumpet." 
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